
 

EWANRIGG JUNIOR SCHOOL 

 

ASSEMBLY TUESDAY 2ND JUNE 

We hope you enjoyed your May half term holiday! 
 

MATHS VIP’s 

Miss Bowman - Keon    Mrs Anderson - Zara 
Mrs Hampson - Paige G    Miss McAllister - Claire 

Mr Ritson – Lily R    Mrs Hunton – Ollie P 
Mrs Baker – Elliott     Mr Hope - Declan 

Miss Lancaster – Aaron R      Mrs Chilton – Gracie - Mae 
 

SHOUT OUTS 

Miss Lancaster 
Class 6 shout outs to Ben for working hard to catch up during half term, Gracie and Keon for their 
wonderful diary entries, Ken, Paige M, Gracie and Keenan for their reading videos and Ben again 
for his beautiful painted stones. Super sport shout outs for their athletics activities (e.g. long jump, 
javelin, shot putt) go to Keon, Paige G and Ethan C.  
English superstars are Evie Y and Calvin for their fantastic videos and Ben for working hard to 
catch up.   
Maths stars of the week for reading and interpreting line graphs are George, Ethan, Kaci Lee and 
Calvin.  
 
 
Mr Ritson 
Class 3 stars for their Show and tell work are Oliver J, who camped in the garden with his family 
and Gracie C, who performed a bubble magic trick.   
English shout outs go to Izzie M and Luke M for a character description from 'Amazing Grace.'  
Maths stars of the week are Aydin, Noah and Vanesa for finding number patterns and Dylan N for 
working through his maths book.  
 
 
Miss Bowman 
Class 4- shout outs for their lovely reading videos go to Ava, Johnny, Tyler C and Tilly – well done!  
In English I’m proud of all of my set for the hard work they’re putting in, and well done to Aaron 
for catching up during half term.  
Maths - Keon completing work as soon as it’s set and working hard!  
  
Mrs Hunton 
Well done to my maths superstars Ollie, Izzie and Luke for doing their TTrockstars in half term last 
week.   
Well done to Kara p for her wonderful booklet on the maritime museum  
 
Mrs Hampson  
My English superstar is Tilly for working during half term! Wonderful! 

 

 



 

Mrs McAllister 
Class 2 shout out goes to Izzie for telling me all about plants and how we can sing to them to make 
them grow better.   
In Maths my superstars are Claire and Maisie for always being up to date with their White Rose 
Maths and Tyler B (Yr 5) for his work on Money and Number bonds up to 100. Well done to 
Tyler R and Harrison for catching up.   
In English I want to say well done to Tyler B (Yr 5) for his pond safety poster and for his work on 
identifying nouns and verbs and Tyler R for catching up with come reading and word searches.   
 
Mrs Anderson 
Well done Zara for doing her big maths, clic and safe during the holidays. It’s been fabulous to see 
Zara and Regan doing their TT rockstars during the holidays. It’s also been great to see Tyler S 
doing TT rockstars in the holidays, I hope to see more of Tyler on seesaw maths this term. My 
maths star of the week has to be Regan for planning and doing his own maths calculations 
through holidays, fantastic!  
My English group have had a well-deserved rest over half term, I can’t wait to see some good 
work from you all on seesaw this week.  
I am very pleased to see Jayden F has joined the seesaw spelling group- keep it up this term!  
 
Mrs Baker 
My English superstar is Dylan for keeping up with his reading eggs and work on commas during 
the holidays.   
In Maths I was delighted to see Charley M and Connor T working hard to catching up during half 
term.  
In spelling I’m happy to see Charley M doing a great job of completing all her work during the 
holidays, she is now all caught up! And shout out to Jaime H for working through the holidays and 
starting to catch up.   
 
Mr Hope 
My Maths shout outs go to Casey-Mai, Declan, Byron, Maddison, Paige M and Keenan because 
they have all been trying really hard with their Big Maths – excellent!  Keep it up guys!  
My English superstar is Syisha for her brilliant map of school to help our new year 3s.   
My class 5 superstars are Byron, for his reading, athletics video, diary and more! Regan C for his 
wonderful diary and Kaci-Lee and her mum – you make a great reading team!  
 
Mrs Chilton  
I have lots of Maths superstars this week! Shout outs go to to Ben M, Gracie and Johnny who did 
TT in Holidays, Armani, Liam and Olivia for doing CLIC in holidays, Olivia, Johnny, Ben M and 
Armani for completing CLIC and safe already for THIS WEEK! Liam and Tyler for managing to get all 
the answers correct on converting fractions to percentages, Jessica H for resilience on fractions to 
percentages and last but not least - Ben and Jack M for catching up. Jack sent 33 tasks Friday 
evening before half term! AWESOME EFFORT FROM YOU ALL! 
In English it was great to see Astan, Regan, Keon, Liam and Sarah making a great start to the term 
yesterday. Regan your back to school poem is fantastic! Ava your toy adventure on her bike ride is 
brilliant!   
Class 1  shout outs go to Charlie and Hana for their excellent reading videos, Claire for her 
wonderful Aeroplane experiment videos and she even made a helicopter, Emily for her lovely 
rainbow picture, Hana and Penny for keeping me updated with their seedlings and to Lola for the 
many rainbows she created by refracting light! Well done class 1, I love seeing your wonderful 
work.    
REMINDER! I still need contribution to school life replies from Emily, Callum, Harley W, Leighton 
and Marley.  
 

 
Miss Craig’s Messages 

Seesaw  



  

Syisha and Keelan have been swimming in their new pool. Brandon has been fishing.  
Evie and Calvin, thank you for your fantastic videos, and Sarah has made a fantastic newsreader video too. 

 

Return to school 
We have done everything that we can to get school ready for a safe return. We are opening class 4, 5 and 6 
as they are the closest to toilets and hand washing points, as well as an entry and exit point. We can 
only have 1 Child in the corridor at a time as are corridors are not 2 M wide.  
The staff and children’s desks are equipped with individual stationary and hygiene boxes. All classroom 
displays have had to be taken down as everything has to be plastic so it can be wiped down each day.  
All soft furnishings and books have to be removed to reduce touching.  
 

We have done our best to make school as Covid secure as we can. 
 
Children in and out of school will be completing the SAME SEESAW WORK to ensure equality in learning and 
as not to cause gaps in learning.   
We have 4 key worker children who have applied to be in priority bubble 1, with bubble 2 being year 
6 children, who will return next when the time comes.  
Any children in school will need to bring a disposable packed lunch as there is to be no home to school cross 
contamination.  
Kevin has taped off restricted areas and the hall is currently being used as storage. 
You should have all received an email with bubble 1 booking forms, parent hand book and a home to school 
agreement.  
Year 6 booking forms will be sent out next week –week beginning 8th June. 
Please check your emails as all updates will be sent there.  
We have staggered starting times to between 8. 4S - 9. IS to ensure we have enough time to get in with the 
extra safety measures, we are also aware that some parents may have more than one school drop off.  
Kevin will meet you at the gate to ensure social distancing measures are being followed.  
Temperatures will be taken upon arrival, hands will be washed then children can go in to class.  
 
Bubble 1 - key workers children will be with Mrs Chilton and Mrs Wallace in class 6.  
Bubble 2 - year 6 will be Mr Hope and Mrs Hampson in class 5.  
Bubble 3 - year 6 (if needed) will be Miss Bowman and Mrs Anderson.  
There are 6 Spaces in class 6, 6 spaces in class 5 and 8 Spaces in class in 4 due to floor space.  
 
Lunches will be eaten at desks and then rubbish disposed of in a bin with a lid. The back yard is closed due 
to touch control measures. Children will be allowed time outside for breaks but will only be allowed in their 
own space due to social distancing.  
Home times will also be staggered from 2. 4S-315pm to allow time for social distancing measures.  
Photos of what school looks like are on our FB so that you can see for yourself that we have introduced 
these safety measures and to share an honest view with you all about what school looks like. As always, we 
believe that honesty is the best policy.  
 
Community 
Joanne Hill and Julie Harrison have had a lovely idea of making red and yellow hearts to show support for 
school. It is so heart-warming and touching to have community support at such a difficult time and to see 
the hearts on photos and in windows.  
Parents, carers and pupils we really have appreciated all of your support during this challenging and 
uncertain time.  

Stay safe and well. Yvonne Craig, Your EJS Head Teacher. X 
 

 



 


